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REFERENCE TO HIE CLOSURE    OF 
TAMIL EDITION  OF  "UNESCO 

COURIER". 

SHRI VALAMPURI JOHN (Tamil Nadu): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I wouid like to draw the 
attention of the Government to the impending 
closure to UNESCO Courier, a monthly 
Indian edition in Tamil. Since 1967 this 
publication faces closure because of the 
unhelpful attitude of the Department of 
Human Resource Development. 

During the forty years UNESCO has J been 
promoting international peace and understanding 
through its publications, especially the UNESCO 
Courier, which is published today in 32 languages 
of the world. This monthly has been published in 
Tamil for the past 18 years. Tha Hindi and Tamil 
issues of the UNESCO Courier are rendering 
great intellectual service in India. 

The unique feature of the Tamil UNESCO 
Couriesr is that it is the only Tamil monthly 
devoted for a subject    of 
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international interest and it reaches Tamil 
scholars and students throughout the woild 
wherever Tamil as a language is understood 
and its rich literature is appreciated. The 
publication of UNESCO Courier in Tamil is a 
great service to the cause of Tamil language, 
especially in the field of translation. Each 
issue of the Tamil Courier bears ample 
evidencs to the fact that all ideas in science 
and technology oan be translated into Indian 
languages in general and Tamil in particular 
in easily understandable style. The addition of 
new technical terms in various branches of 
knowledge realiy enriches Tamil language 
and is of great use to other scholars and 
institutions that are engaged in translation. 
UNESCO has applauded on a number of 
occasions the Tamil Edition of UNESCO 
Courier and its editor Mr. Mustafa since it 
renders a signal service to Tamil language 
and literature. On the other hand the Hindi 
counterpart has been chastised by the 
UNESCO since its publication has been 
irregular and erratic. While this Tamil edition 
is mainly backed by the Finances of 
UNESCO and Government of Tamil Nadu, 
the Ministry of Human Resource 
Development has been sanctioning only Rs. 2 
lakhs in a year for this useful fruitful literary 
persuit and cultural endeavour. 

(The Deputy  Chairman jn the Cnair]. 
After 18 years of uninterrupted publication, 

at a time when the Government of Tamil 
Nadu has placed an order for .10,000 copes 
for its various institutions, the Government of 
India has not cleared publication for the year 
1986 till date. This is happening for the first 
time in the last 18 years since the inception of 
the monthly. If the Tamil Edition of 
UNESCO Courier ceases publication due to 
the non-cooperation of the Union 
Government, there would be widespread 
resentment in Tami]  Nadu. 

The Government of India may look into 
this inordinate delay and immediately chastise 
those officers responsible for (hi?. UNESCO 
Courier Tamil Editicn has been taking not 
only Tamil ethes but the composite culture of 
India throughout the world. Therefore, I 
woukl like to request the hon. Minister to see 
that this useful, indispensable journal is 
continued. 
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